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Learner Agency is the capacity of learners to act purposefully and 
constructively to direct their own growth and contribute to the growth 
of their peers. Let's get ReConnectED at MindFuelED 2023 to explore the 

power that lies within us to give learners the level of autonomy and control 

they need to experience and influence their own educational journey.  

•   Cultural Identity How can we create learning spaces that 

bridge our students’ cultural identities to their learner identities?

•   Asset-Based How can we create conditions for learners to draw 

upon their existing funds of knowledge?

•   Dispositional Learning How do I ensure my students transfer 

the mindsets and habits of learning they develop both in and out of 

their school experience?

•   Learning Partnerships How do I build authentic equal 

learning partnerships with students and families? 

•   Clarity How does the learning experience ensure clarity of 

academic, social, and emotional competencies? 

•   Engagement How do we engage learners personally

and collaboratively?  

•   Criticality How can we use questioning, dialogue, and reflection 

to better understand power, oppression, and equity?

MindFuelED 2023 will take place Feb 22-23 at the magnificent 
Margaritaville Resort, Palm Springs, CA. Deluxe and standard 
room rates for MindFuelED start at $199* a night.

*Room rates are valid for reservations beginning Mon Feb 20 - Fri Feb 24. If you plan to extend your stay at the resort the weekend before or the weekend after, please book directly with 

Margaritaville's Central Reservations Team to secure the "MindFuelED Conference FEB 2023" discounted rate by calling toll-free at 866-403-1929. 

Discounted rates expire on Jan 27, 2023. Book accordingly.
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Reserve your spot today

www.MindFuel

MindFuelED is a collaboration between the Department of Education Studies at UCSD and The Co

The Core Collaborative Learning Network has connected a 
team of distinguished scholars and practitioners to 
synthesize and leverage the latest research and efforts on 
cognitive development, social networks, collective efficacy, 
and student motivation to take student-centered teaching 
practices system wide.

Activating intellectual habits of mind and strengthening 
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learning culture. Explore these habits of mind at 
MindFuelED 2019.

LEADING HOLISTIC LEARNER-CENTERED SYSTEMS

MindFuelED is a collaboration between 
the Department of Education Studies at 
UCSD and The Core Collaborative.

Early Bird registration is $650.
On October 1, 2022 rates     

increase to $825.
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